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Abstract. Despite appropriate design of beams under bending and shear, the deection of
long steel beams usually exceeds the allowable range, and therefore the structural designers
encounter challenges in this regard. Considering signi�cant features of the cables, namely,
low weight, small cross section, and high tensile strength, they are used in this research
so as to control the deection of beams, rather than increasing their heights, and obtain
acceptable responses. In this study, for the �rst time, theoretical relations are developed
to calculate the increase in pre-tensioning force of cables under external loading based on
the method of least work as well as the deection of steel beams with di�erent support
conditions and cable patterns based on the virtual work method. To verify the theoretical
relations, the steel beams are modeled in the �nite element Abaqus software. The obtained
results show that the theoretical relations can appropriately predict the deection of beams
with di�erent support conditions and cable patterns. In this study, simply supported as well
as �xed supported beams are pre-stressed with V-shaped and modi�ed V-shaped patterns
of the cable. According to the obtained results, the modi�ed V-shaped pattern of the cable
is more e�cient than V-shaped pattern.

© 2021 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

As important components of a structure, cables are
materials which can tolerate tensile force, and gen-
erally increase the sti�ness and bearing capacity of
a structure [1]. Nowadays, cables are increasingly
used in structures. Hou and Tagawa applied cable-
cylinder bracing in the seismic retro�tting of steel
exural frames. From their view point, through
this retro�tting method, the lateral strength of the
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storey augments without decreasing the ductility of
exural frame [2]. Fanaie et al. presented theoretical
relations for the cable-cylinder bracing system using
a rigid cylinder like steel cylinder. They veri�ed the
results by �nite element Abaqus software [3]. They
also studied seismic behavior of steel exural frames
strengthened with cable-cylinder bracing and obtained
reasonable results [4]. Giaccu investigated the non-
linear dynamic behavior of pre-tensioned-cable cross-
braced structures in the presence of slackening in the
braces. They concluded there is a direct correlation
between equivalent frequency and slackening in the
braces [5].

Pre-tensioning of steel beams through high
strength cables is one of the most e�cient methods
so as to decrease the required steel and increase
their bearing capacity. Pre-tensioning technique has
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been primarily used in reinforced concrete structures.
Brunesi et al. evaluated the shear capacity of precast-
pre-stressed Hollow Core Slabs (HCS) numerically and
experimentally. They concluded that peak shear stress
is localized at the bottom side of the cross-section,
rather than at the level of the centroid [6]. Al-
Negheimish et al. did an experimental study on the long
term deection of pre-stressed HCS. Their results were
compared with the predictions of the e�ective modulus
approach which considers the creep and shrinkage mod-
els prescribed by ACI 209 Committee [7]. for the �rst
time, it was utilized by Dischinger and Magnel in steel
beams. Pre-tensioned steel structures are constructed
all over the world, especially in America, Russia, and
Germany. This fact shows the structural and economic
merits of pre-stressed steel beams compared to non-
pre-stressed ones. The pre-tensioning technique is
appropriate to construct new structures as well as
strengthening the existing ones [8].

Some researchers have studied pre-stressed con-
crete and composite beams using steel cable. Le et
al. evaluated experimentally the application of both
unbonded Carbon Fibre Reinforced Polymer (CFRP)
tendons and steel tendons on precast T-section segmen-
tal concrete. They concluded CFRP tendons can show
good performance in replacement of steel tendons and
the beams achieve both good strength and ductility
capacity [9]. Pisani analysed the simply supported
concrete beam externally pre-stressed under sustained
loads and introduced two numerical methods able to
describe the time evolution of both the stress distri-
bution and the displacements of a simply supported
concrete beam externally pre-stressed and presented an
example to verify the precision of the methods [10].
Lou et al. numerically studied the exural response
of continuous externally �ber reinforced polymer pre-
stressed concrete beams having various linearly trans-
formed cable pro�les. They observed that the cable
shift by linear transformation does not a�ect the basic
performance at all stages of loading up to failure and
that the secondary moments vary linearly with the ca-
ble shift [11]. Ayyub et al. assessed pre-stressed steel-
concrete composite beams experimentally as well as
analytically using steel cable in the regions of positive
and negative bending moments. They concluded that
pre-tensioning increases the ultimate strength [12,13].
Nie et al. presented theoretical relations to calculate
the deection as well as yield and ultimate moments of
simply supported pre-stressed steel-concrete composite
beam considering the slip e�ect. They veri�ed the
suggested formulas with the experimental results [14].
Zhou et al. presented the experimental study as well
as numerical modeling of pre-stressed composite beams
subjected to �re and positive moment. They observed
that the �re resistance of composite beams pre-stressed
with external tendons was highly inuenced by the

stress in the cable strands [15]. Pre- stressed steel
beams equipped with steel cables have been investi-
gated by some researchers. Troitsky evaluated the
behavior of pre-stressed steel beam using cables, and
observed the increase in the sti�ness and decrease in
the deformation of the beam [8]. Belletti and Gasperi
studied the behavior of pre-stressed simply supported
steel I-shaped beams by tendons with focusing on two
parameters, namely, the number of deviators and the
value of pre-stressing force [16]. Park et al. analytically
and experimentally evaluated the exural behavior of
steel I-beam pre-stressed with externally unbonded
tendons. They �gured out considerable increase in
the yielding and ultimate bearing capacity of steel I-
beam [17]. Kambal et al. derived a �nite-element
formulation to investigate the e�ectiveness of applying
the pre-stressing technique with respect to the exural
behavior of a simply supported steel box girder and
they veri�ed it by experimental results [18]. Zhang
examined the analytical solutions of the symmetric and
antisymmetric elastic lateral torsional buckling of pre-
stressed steel I-beams with rectilinear tendons, under
equal end moments [19]. Thai et al. have studied
di�erent types of cable net and optimized their volume
as an objective function, considering the allowable
stress and maximum displacement as optimization
constraints. They applied the appropriate pretension
forces to the cable nets to reduce the displacement
of structure and obtain the optimal volume as well.
Moreover, they concluded that the pretension forces
play a signi�cant role on obtaining the optimal volume
when the displacement constraint is relatively small or
the allowable stress is relatively large [20].

Since controlling the deection of beams, espe-
cially long beams, confronts the structural designers
with challenge, this research focuses on the deection
of steel beams with various support conditions along
with di�erent patterns of cable. The increase of pre-
tensioning force of steel cable subjected to external
loading is determined using method of least work.
Then, the method of virtual work is applied to develop
the deection relations of steel beams equipped with
cable. In order to validate the obtained deection rela-
tions, the results of theoretical relations are compared
with those of �nite element models of the beams.

2. Pre-tensioning symmetric I-shaped steel
beams with steel cable

Symmetric I-shaped steel beams have been considered
with di�erent support conditions, namely, simply sup-
ported, and �xed supported beams. As shown in Figure
1, pre-stressed cables with di�erent patterns have been
used in both sides of beam web, and subjected to
external loading. As observed in the �gure, regarding
the V-shaped pattern, the cable is �xed at both ends
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Figure 1. Pre-stressed symmetric I-shaped steel beams
with steel cable under external loading: (a) Simply
supported beam along with V-shaped cable pattern, (b)
simply supported beam along with modi�ed V-shaped
cable pattern, (c) �xed supported beam along with
V-shaped cable pattern, and (d) �xed supported beam
along with modi�ed V-shaped cable pattern.

to the top ange of the beam in both sides of the web.
Then, in the middle of the beam, it passes through
the deviator on the bottom ange creating a pattern
with two inclined cables. Moreover, in the modi�ed V-
shaped pattern, the cable is �xed at both ends to the
top ange of the beam in both sides of the web, and
then it passes through two deviators on the bottom
ange producing a pattern with one horizontal cable in
the middle and two inclined ones in each side.

The following assumptions are taken into account
to analyze pre-stressed symmetric I-shaped steel beams
with steel cable:

1. The materials of steel beam and cable are linearly
elastic;

2. The deformations are small;
3. Shear deformation is not considered;
4. The friction loss in the region of cable deformation

and the relaxation of steel cable are ignored;
5. The steel beam has the hot rolled section; therefore,

it is compact.

3. Increase of pre-tensioning force of the steel
cable in a beam under external loading

The cable length increased by �L, and its pre-
tensioning force, Fpt, increased by �F , under uniform
distributed loading. As the structure is statically
indeterminate, the static equilibrium equations are not
enough to calculate �F . The increase of the force in
the cable can be calculated using the method of least
work.

The total strain energy of the beam caused by its
bending moment and axial force in di�erent support
conditions and various patterns of cable as well as
the strain energy of the cable owing to its axial
force are determined to calculate the increase in pre-
tensioning force of the cable through the method of
least work. Then, the relation of total strain energy

is di�erentiated with respect to �F and the result is
equated to zero to obtain the relation to increase the
pre-tensioning force of the cable (�F ).

3.1. The simply supported beam along with the
V-shaped pattern of the cable

Regarding the simply supported beam with V-shaped
cable pattern, as shown in Figure 2, the increase in
pre-tensioning force of the steel cable is equal to �F .
Therefore, axial force of the beam is equal to �F cos �.
Considering the symmetry of structure and loading
(Figure 2), the bending moment diagram plotted for
right half of the beam is exactly the same as that
of its left one. Hence, the strain energy caused by
bending moment can be obtained for half of the beam
and then it is duplicated to calculate the bending
strain energy of the whole beam. In what follows, the
bending moment for simply supported beam along with
V-shaped pattern of cable is obtained under uniform
distributed loading for half of the beam to calculate
the strain energy caused by bending moment:

For 0 � x � lb
2 range:

M (x)=��F sin �x+�F cos �y0� qx
2

2
+
qlbx

2
: (1)

Considering the symmetry of structure and loading, the
total strain energy equation is written as follows:

U = 2� 1
2(EI)b

Z lb
2

0�
��F sin �x+ �F cos �y0 � qx2

2
+
qlbx

2

�2

dx

+2� �F 2lc
2(AE)c

+
(�F cos �)2lb

2(AE)b
=

1
(EI)b(

q2lb5
240 + �F 2lb3sin2�

24 + �F 2lby0
2cos2�

2��F 2lb2y0 sin � cos �
4 � 5q�Flb4 sin �

192 + q�Flb3y0 cos �
12

)
+

�F 2lc
(AE)c

+
�F 2lbcos2�

2(AE)b
: (2)

In order to calculate the increase in pre-tensioning force

Figure 2. Simply supported beam with V-shaped pattern
of cable.
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of the cable (�F ) through the method of least work,
the relation of whole strain energy is di�erentiated with
respect to �F and the obtained result is equated to
zero:

@U
@(�F )

= 0: (3)

The relation for calculating the increase of pre-
tensioning force of the cable (�F ) is obtained by
Eq. (4) as shown in Box I, where, q is the intensity
of uniform distributed load; lb and lc are the lengths of
beam and inclined cable, respectively; Ab and Ac are
the cross sections of the beam and cable at both sides
of the web, respectively; Eb and Ec are modulus of
elasticity of the beam and cable, respectively; Ib is the
moment of inertia of steel section; y0 is the distance of
neutral surface to the connection point of steel cable to
the beam anges (half of the height of beam web); and
� is the angle between the inclined cable and horizontal
axis.

Considering Eq. (4), if the angle between the
inclined cable and horizontal axis (�, as shown in Figure
2) approaches to zero, the increase of pre-tensioning
force for a straight cable pattern would be obtained
as follows. It is noticeable that in this special state,
considering Figure 2, lc can be replaced by lb=2 in
Eq. (4).

�F =
qlb2y0

12Ib
�
y02

Ib + Eb
(AE)c

+ 1
Ab

� : (5)

The same result was obtained by Hoadley as well as
Belenya using the total strain energy of the beam
[21,22].

3.2. The simply supported beam along with the
modi�ed V-shaped pattern of cable

Concerning the simply supported beam with the mod-
i�ed V-shaped pattern of cable, as shown in Figure 3,
the force of horizontal cable should be equal to the
horizontal component of the force of inclined cable
to keep the bending moment continuous in the slope
change region of cable. Therefore, if the increase in
pre-tensioning force of steel cable is assumed as �F in
the slope parts, then it will be equal to �F cos � in the
horizontal part; hence, the axial force of the beam is
equal to �F cos �.

Considering the symmetry of structure and load-
ing (Figure 3), the bending moment diagram plotted

Figure 3. Simply supported beam along with the
modi�ed V-shaped pattern of cable.

for right half of the beam is exactly the same as that
of its left one. Therefore, the strain energy caused
by bending moment can be determined for half of the
beam and duplicated to calculate the bending strain
energy for the whole beam. In what follows, bending
moment is obtained for simply supported beam along
with the modi�ed V-shaped pattern of cable under
uniform distributed loading for half of the beam to
calculate the strain energy caused by bending moment:

For 0 � x � a range:

M1 (x)=��F sin �x+�F cos �y0� qx
2

2
+
qlbx

2
: (6)

For a � x � lb
2 range:

M2 (x) = ��F cos �y0 � qx2

2
+
qlbx

2
: (7)

Considering the symmetry of structure and loading, the
total strain energy equation is written in Eq. (8) as
shown in Box II. The increase in pre-tensioning force
of cable (�F ) calculated through the method of least
work is de�ned by Eq. (9) as shown in Box III, where,
a is the distance between the support and slope change
region of the cable (horizontal projection of inclined
cable).

Considering Eq. (9), if the length of horizontal
cable (lb�2a, as shown in Figure 3) approaches to zero,
Eq. (4) is obtained for speci�c status of the V-shaped
pattern of cable.

3.3. The �xed supported beam with the
V-shaped pattern of cable

In the �xed supported beam along with the V-shaped
pattern of cable, as shown in Figure 4, the increase
of pre-tensioning force of steel cable is equal to �F .
Therefore, axial force of the beam is equal to �F cos �.
It should also be mentioned that the �xed supported

�F =
5qlb4 sin � � 16qlb3y0 cos �

16
�
lb3sin2� + 12lby02cos2� � 6lb2y0 sin � cos � + 24(EI)blc

(AE)c
+ 12Iblbcos2�

Ab

� : (4)

Box I
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U = 2� 1
2(EI)b

8><>:
R a

0

���F sin �x+ �F cos �y0 � qx2

2 + qlbx
2

�2
dx

+
R lb

2
a

���F cos �y0 � qx2

2 + qlbx
2

�2
dx

9>=>;+ 2� �F 2lc
2(AE)c

+
(�F cos �)2 (lb � 2a)

2(AE)c

+
(�F cos �)2lb

2(AE)b
=

1
(EI)b

(
q2lb5
240 + �F 2a3sin2�

3 + �F 2lby0
2cos2�

2 ��F 2y0a2 sin � cos � + q�Fa4 sin �
4� q�Flba3 sin �

3 � 2q�Fy0a3 cos �
3 + q�Flby0a2 cos � � q�Flb3y0 cos �

12

)
+

�F 2lc
(AE)c

+
�F 2(lb � 2a)cos2�

2(AE)c
+

�F 2lbcos2�
2(AE)b

: (8)

Box II

�F =
�3qa4 sin � + 4qlba3 sin � + 8qy0a3 cos � � 12qlby0a2 cos � + qlb3y0 cos �

4
�

2a3sin2� + 3lby02cos2� � 6y0a2 sin � cos � + 3(EI)b
(AE)c

[2lc + (lb � 2a) cos2�] + 3Iblbcos2�
Ab

� : (9)

Box III

Figure 4. Fixed supported beam along with the
V-shaped pattern of cable.

beam along with V-shaped pattern of cable has two
degrees of indeterminacy (the increase of pre-tensioning
force of the cable, �F and the moment at �xed end,
M). To calculate the increase of pre-tensioning force of
the cable as well as the moment at �xed end through
the method of least work, the relation of total strain
energy is di�erentiated with respect to each of them
and the results are equated to zero resulting in the
desired relations. Hence, bending moment of �xed

supported beam along with the V-shaped pattern of
cable under uniform distributed loading is obtained for
half of the beam so as to calculate the strain energy
caused by bending.

For 0 � x � lb
2 range:

M (x)=��F sin �x+�F cos �y0� qx
2

2
+
qlbx

2
�M:

(10)

Considering the symmetry of structure and loading, the
total strain energy equation is written in Eq. (11) as
shown in Box IV. In order to calculate the moment at
�xed end (M) through the method of least work, the
relation of whole strain energy is di�erentiated with
respect to M and the obtained result is equated to
zero:
@U
@M

= 0: (12)

The calculated bending moment at the �xed end (M)
is determined as follows:

U = 2� 1
2(EI)b

Z lb
2

0

�
��F sin �x+ �F cos �y0 � qx2

2
+
qlbx

2
�M

�2

dx+ 2� �F 2lc
2(AE)c

+
(�F cos �)2lb

2(AE)b

=
1

(EI)b

8><>:
q2lb5
240 + �F 2lb3sin2�

24 + �F 2lby0
2cos2�

2��F 2lb2y0 sin � cos �
4 � 5q�Flb4 sin �

192 + q�Flb3y0 cos �
12

+M�Flb2 sin �
4 �M�Flby0 cos � � qMlb3

12 + M2lb
2

9>=>;+
�F 2lc
(AE)c

+
�F 2lbcos2�

2(AE)b
: (11)

Box IV
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M =
qlb2

12
� �Flb sin �

4
+ �Fy0 cos �: (13)

To calculate the increase in pre-tensioning force of cable
(�F ) through the method of least work, the relation
of whole strain energy is di�erentiated with respect to
�F and the obtained result is equated to zero:

@U
@(�F )

= 0: (14)

The calculated increase in pre-tensioning force of cable
(�F ) is obtained using the Eq. (13) as follows:

�F =
qlb4 sin �

4
�
lb3sin2� + 96(EI)blc

(AE)c
+ 48Iblbcos2�

Ab

� : (15)

If sin � = 2y0
lc and cos � = lb

2lc (as shown in Figure 4)
are replaced in Eq. (13), the moment at �xed end (M)
would be qlb2

12 . This value is the moment at �xed end
in beam without cable.

3.4. The �xed supported beam with the
modi�ed V-shaped pattern of cable

In the �xed supported beam with the modi�ed V-
shaped pattern of cable, as shown in Figure 5, assuming
the increase in pre-tensioning force of steel cable to be
equal to �F in the inclined parts, the increase of pre-
tensioning force of cable in the horizontal part would
be �F cos �. Therefore, axial force of the beam is equal
to �F cos �. It should also be mentioned that the �xed
supported beam with the modi�ed V-shaped pattern of
cable has two degrees of indeterminacy, the increase in
pre-tensioning force of the cable (�F ), and the moment
at �xed end (M) which are exactly the same as those
of �xed supported beam with the V-shaped pattern of
cable. Calculating the increase in pre-tensioning force

Figure 5. Fixed supported beam along with the modi�ed
V-shaped pattern of cable.

of the cable and the moment at �xed end through the
method of least work, the relation of total strain energy
is di�erentiated with respect to each of them and the
results are equated to zero so that the desired relations
are derived.

The bending moment is obtained for �xed sup-
ported beam with the modi�ed V-shaped pattern of
cable under uniform distributed loading for half of the
beam to calculate strain energy caused by bending as
follows:

For 0 � x � a range:

M1 (x)=��F sin �x+�F cos �y0� qx
2

2
+
qlbx

2
�M:

(16)

For a � x � lb
2 range:

M2 (x) = ��F cos �y0 � qx2

2
+
qlbx

2
�M: (17)

Considering the symmetry of structure and loading, the
total strain energy equation is written in Eq. (18) as
shown in Box V. In order to calculate the moment at
�xed end (M) through the method of least work, the
relation of whole strain energy is di�erentiated with

U = 2� 1
2(EI)b

8><>:
R a

0

���F sin �x+ �F cos �y0 � qx2

2 + qlbx
2 �M

�2
dx

+
R lb

2
a

���F cos �y0 � qx2

2 + qlbx
2 �M

�2
dx

9>=>;+ 2� �F 2lc
2(AE)c

+
(�F cos �)2 (lb � 2a)

2(AE)c
+

(�F cos �)2lb
2(AE)b

=
1

(EI)b8><>:
q2lb5
240 + �F 2a3sin2�

3 + �F 2lby0
2cos2�

2 ��F 2y0a2 sin � cos � + q�Fa4 sin �
4� q�Flba3 sin �

3 � 2q�Fy0a3 cos �
3 + q�Flby0a2 cos � � q�Flb3y0 cos �

12
+M�Fa2 sin � � 4M�Fy0a cos � +M�Flby0 cos � � qMlb3

12 + M2lb
2

9>=>;+
�F 2lc
(AE)c

+
�F 2 (lb � 2a) cos2�

2(AE)c

+
�F 2lbcos2�

2(AE)b
: (18)

Box V
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respect to M and the obtained result is equated to
zero:
@U
@M

= 0: (19)

The calculated bending moment at the �xed end (M)
is obtained as follows:

M=
qlb2

12
��Fa2 sin �

lb
+

4�Fy0a cos �
lb

��Fy0 cos �:
(20)

In order to calculate the increase of pre-tensioning force
of cable (�F ) through the method of least work, the
relation of whole strain energy is di�erentiated with
respect to �F and the obtained result is equated to
zero:

@U
@(�F )

= 0: (21)

Using Eq. (20), the calculated increase of pre-
tensioning force of cable (�F ) is obtained by Eq. (22)
as shown in Box VI. Considering Eq. (22), if the
length of horizontal cable (lb � 2a, as shown in Figure
5) approaches to zero, Eq. (15) would be obtained for
speci�c status of the V-shaped pattern of cable.

4. Deection

Virtual work method can be used to calculate the
deection of beams with di�erent support conditions
without cable as well as di�erent patterns of cable,
ignoring the e�ects of shear and axial forces.

4.1. Maximum deection of simply supported
and �xed supported beams without cable
under uniform distributed loading

If the length and exural rigidity of the beam are lb
and (EI)b, respectively, maximum deection of simply
supported and �xed supported beams without cable
under uniform distributed loading q is calculated as
follows:

The deection of the mid span of simply supported
beam without cable:

�mid =
5qlb4

384(EI)b
: (23)

The deection of the mid span of �xed supported beam
without cable:

�mid =
qlb4

384(EI)b
: (24)

4.2. Calculating maximum deection of simply
supported beam along with the V-shaped
pattern of cable

Assuming the force of steel cable to be equal to F in
the simply supported beam along with the V-shaped
pattern of cable, considering the symmetry of structure
and loading, the bending moment of simply supported
beams along with the V-shaped pattern of cable would
be obtained under real loading (Figure 2) for half of
the beam as follows:

For 0 � x � lb
2 range:

M (x) = �F sin �x+ F cos �y0 � qx2

2
+
qlbx

2
; (25)

where, F = Fpt + �F is the total force of the cable;
Fpt is the pre-tensioning force of the cable; and �F is
the increase of pre-tensioning force of the cable.

In analyzing the structure under virtual loading,
if the structure is indeterminate, its constraints can
be eliminated up to being converted to a stable deter-
minate structure. In the beam and cable system, the
cable is a redundancy and can be omitted in analyzing
the structure under virtual loading. The bending
moment of simply supported beam is obtained under
unit virtual load (Figure 6) for half of the beam as
follows:

For 0 � x � lb
2 range:

m (x) =
x
2
: (26)

Considering the symmetry of structure and loading, the
deection of the mid span of simply supported beam
along with the V-shaped pattern of cable is calculated
as follows:

Figure 6. Simply supported beam under unit virtual
load.

�F =
�3qlba4 sin � + 4qlb2a3 sin � � qlb3a2 sin � + 8qlby0a3 cos � � 12qlb2y0a2 cos � + 4qlb3y0a cos �

4

 �3a4sin2� + 2lba3sin2� � 48y0
2a2cos2� + 24lby0

2acos2� + 24y0a3 sin � cos �
�12lby0a2 sin � cos � + 3lb(EI)b

(AE)c

�
2lc + (lb � 2a) cos2�

�
+ 3Iblb2cos2�

Ab

! : (22)

Box VI
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1�� =
Z
M (x)m (x)

EI
dx =

2
(EI)b

Z lb
2

0�
�F sin �x+ F cos �y0 � qx2

2
+
qlbx

2

��x
2

�
dx

=
1

(EI)b

�
5qlb4

384
�Flb

3 sin �
24

+
Flb2y0 cos �

8

�
:
(27)

4.3. Calculating maximum deection of simply
supported beam along with the modi�ed
V-shaped pattern of cable

Assuming the force of steel cable to be equal to F in
the inclined parts, the force of cable in the horizontal
part would be F cos �. Considering the symmetry of
structure and loading (Figure 3), bending moment of
simply supported beam along with the modi�ed V-
shaped pattern of cable is obtained under real loading
for the half of beam as follows:

For 0 � x � a range:

M1 (x) = �F sin �x+ F cos �y0 � qx2

2
+
qlbx

2
; (28)

For a � x � lb
2 range:

M2 (x) = �F cos �y0 � qx2

2
+
qlbx

2
: (29)

Bending moment of simply supported beam under unit
virtual loading is calculated using Eq. (26).

Considering the symmetry of structure and load-
ing, the deection of the mid span of simply supported
beam along with the modi�ed V-shaped pattern of
cable is calculated by Eq. (30) as shown in Box VII,
where, a is the distance between support and cable

slope change region (horizontal projection of inclined
cable).

Considering Eq. (30), if the length of horizontal
cable (lb � 2a, as shown in Figure 3) approaches zero,
then Eq. (27) would be obtained for speci�c status of
the V-shaped pattern of cable.

4.4. Calculating maximum deection of �xed
supported beam along with the V-shaped
pattern of cable

Assuming the force of steel cable to be equal to F and

the moment at �xed end (M) to be equal to qlb2
12 , as

shown in Section 3.3, the bending moment of �xed
supported beam along with the V-shaped pattern of
cable would be obtained under real loading for half of
the beam (Figure 4) as follows:

For 0 � x � lb
2 range:

M (x) = �F sin �x+ F cos �y0 � qx2

2
+
qlbx

2
�M

= �F sin �x+ F cos �y0 � qx2

2
+
qlbx

2

�qlb
2

12
: (31)

Cable is a redundancy in the analysis of beam-cable
system under virtual loading and can be omitted.
Considering the symmetry of structure and loading,
bending moment of �xed supported beam under unit
virtual loading (Figure 7) is obtained for half of the
beam as follows:

For 0 � x � lb
2 range:

m (x) =
x
2
� lb

8
: (32)

Deection of the mid span of �xed supported beam
along with the V-shaped pattern of cable is calculated
as follows:

1�� =
Z
M (x)m (x)

EI
dx =

2
(EI)b

Z lb
2

0�
�F sin �x+ F cos �y0 � qx2

2
+
qlbx

2
� qlb2

12

�
�
x
2
� lb

8

�
dx =

1
(EI)b

�
qlb4

384
� Flb3 sin �

96

�
: (33)

Figure 7. Fixed supported beam under unit virtual
loading.

1�� =
Z
M (x)m (x)

EI
dx =

2
(EI)b

24R a0 ��F sin �x+ F cos �y0 � qx2

2 + qlbx
2

� �x
2

�
dx

+
R lb

2
a

��F cos �y0 � qx2

2 + qlbx
2

� �x
2

�
dx

35
=

1
(EI)b

�
5qlb4

384
� Fa3 sin �

3
+ Fy0a2 cos � � Flb2y0 cos �

8

�
: (30)

Box VII
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4.5. Calculating maximum deection of �xed
supported beam along with the modi�ed
V-shaped pattern of cable

Assuming the force of steel cable to be equal to F in
the inclined parts, the force of cable in the horizontal
part would be F cos �. The moment at �xed end (M)
is obtained as follows (as shown in Section 3.4):

M=
qlb2

12
�Fa2 sin �

lb
+

4Fy0a cos �
lb

�Fy0 cos �: (34)

The bending moment of �xed supported beam along
with the modi�ed V-shaped pattern of cable under real
loading (Figure 5) is obtained for half of the beam as
follows:

For 0 � x � a range:

M1 (x) = �F sin �x+ F cos �y0 � qx2

2
+
qlbx

2
�M

= �F sin �x+ 2F cos �y0 � qx2

2
+
qlbx

2

�qlb
2

12
+
Fa2 sin �

lb
� 4Fy0a cos �

lb
: (35)

For a � x � lb
2 range:

M2 (x) = �F cos �y0 � qx2

2
+
qlbx

2
�M = �qx2

2

+
qlbx

2
� qlb

2

12
+
Fa2 sin �

lb
� 4Fy0a cos �

lb
: (36)

Bending moment of �xed supported beam under unit
virtual loading is obtained through Eq. (32).

The deection of mid span of �xed supported
beam along with the modi�ed V-shaped pattern of
cable is calculated by Eq.(37) is shown in Box VIII.
With respect to Eq. (37), if the horizontal cable length
(lb�2a, as shown in Figure 5) approaches zero, Eq. (33)
would be obtained for speci�c status of the V-shaped
pattern of cable.

5. Calculating the required cross-sectional area
of steel cable to reach allowable deection

In this section, the required cross-sectional area of
steel cable with speci�ed pre-tensioning force Fpt
is calculated for steel beams with di�erent support
conditions in which the maximum deection is not
within the allowable range so that by adding cable,
the maximum deection of the beam along with cable
reaches allowable amount.

5.1. Calculating the required cross-sectional
area of steel cable to reach allowable
deection in simply supported beam along
with the V-shaped pattern of cable

For calculating the required cross-sectional area of steel
cable with speci�ed pre-tensioning force Fpt to reach
allowable deection, the maximum deection of simply
supported beam along with the V-shaped pattern of
cable, according to Eq. (27), must be equal to allowable
amount �a as follows:

�a=
1

(EI)b

�
5qlb4

384
�Flb

3 sin �
24

+
Flb2y0 cos �

8

�
: (38)

In Eq. (38), 5qlb4
384(EI)b

is the midspan deection of
simply supported beam without cable and is replaced
by Eq. (23).

�a=�mid+
1

(EI)b

�
�Flb

3 sin �
24

+
Flb2y0 cos �

8

�
:

(39)

From Eq. (39), the total cable force is obtained as
follows:

F =
24(EI)b(�mid ��a)
lb3 sin � � 3lb2y0 cos �

= �(�mid ��a): (40)

In Eq. (40), � is as follows:

� =
24(EI)b

lb3 sin � � 3lb2y0 cos �
: (41)

The increase in pre-tensioning force of the cable, �F ,
according to Eq. (4) is obtained by Eq. (42) as shown

1�� =
Z
M (x)m (x)

EI
dx =

2
(EI)b

266664
R a

0

 �F sin �x+ 2F cos �y0 � qx2

2 + qlbx
2� qlb212 + Fa2 sin �

lb � 4Fy0a cos �
lb

!�x
2 � lb

8

�
dx

+
R lb

2
a

 � qx2

2 + qlbx
2 � qlb2

12
+Fa2 sin �

lb � 4Fy0a cos �
lb

!�x
2 � lb

8

�
dx

377775
=

1
(EI)b

�
qlb4

384
� Fa3 sin �

3
+
Flba2 sin �

8
+ Fy0a2 cos � � Flby0a cos �

2

�
: (37)

Box VIII
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�F =
5qlb4 sin � � 16qlb3y0 cos �

16
�
lb3sin2� + 12lby02cos2� � 6lb2y0 sin � cos � + 24(EI)blc

(AE)c
+ 12Iblbcos2�

Ab

� =
�

 + �
Ac
: (42)

Box IX

in Box IX. In Eq. (42), �, , and � are de�ned as
follows:

� = 5qlb4 sin � � 16qlb3y0 cos �; (43)

 = 16
�
lb3sin2� + 12lby0

2cos2� � 6lb2y0 sin � cos �

+
12Iblbcos2�

Ab

�
; (44)

� = 16
�

24(EI)blc
Ec

�
: (45)

From Eq. (42), the required cross-sectional area of the
cable Ac is obtained as follows:

Ac =
��F

� � �F
: (46)

The increase in pre-tensioning force of cable, �F , with
regards to the total cable force is obtained according
to Eq. (40) as follows:

�F = F � Fpt = �(�mid ��a)� Fpt: (47)

By replacing Eq. (47) in Eq. (46), the required cross-
sectional area of the cable with speci�ed pre-tensioning
force Fpt to reach allowable deection in simply sup-
ported beam along with the V-shaped pattern of cable
is obtained as follows:

Ac =
�(�(�mid ��a)� Fpt)

� � (�(�mid ��a)� Fpt) : (48)

5.2. Calculating the required cross-sectional
area of steel cable to reach allowable
deection in simply supported beam along
with the modi�ed V-shaped pattern of
cable

For calculating the required cross-sectional area of steel

cable with speci�ed pre-tensioning force Fpt to reach
allowable deection, the maximum deection of simply
supported beam along with the modi�ed V-shaped
pattern of cable, according to Eq. (30) by replacing
Eq. (23), must be equal to allowable amount �a as
follows:

�a = �mid +
1

(EI)b

�
�Fa3 sin �

3
+ Fy0a2 cos �

�Flb
2y0 cos �

8

�
: (49)

From Eq. (49), the total cable force is obtained as
follows:

F =
24(EI)b(�mid ��a)

8a3 sin � � 24y0a2 cos � + 3lb2y0 cos �

= �(�mid ��a): (50)

In Eq. (50), � is de�ned as follows:

� =
24(EI)b

8a3 sin � � 24y0a2 cos � + 3lb2y0 cos �
: (51)

The increase in pre-tensioning force of cable �F ac-
cording to Eq. (9) is obtained by Eq. (52) as shown in
Box X. In Eq. (52), �,  and � are de�ned as follows:

� = �3qa4 sin � + 4qlba3 sin � + 8qy0a3 cos �

�12qlby0a2 cos � + qlb3y0 cos �; (53)

 = 4
�

2a3sin2� + 3lby0
2cos2� � 6y0a2 sin � cos �

+
3Iblbcos2�

Ab

�
; (54)

� = 4
�

3(EI)b
Ec

�
2lc + (lb � 2a) cos2�

��
: (55)

�F =
�3qa4 sin � + 4qlba3 sin � + 8qy0a3 cos � � 12qlby0a2 cos � + qlb3y0 cos �

4

 
2a3sin2� + 3lby0

2cos2� � 6y0a2 sin � cos �
+ 3(EI)b

(AE)c

�
2lc + (lb � 2a) cos2�

�
+ 3Iblbcos2�

Ab

! =
�

 + �
Ac
: (52)

Box X
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From Eq. (52), the required cross-sectional area of cable
Ac is obtained as follows:

Ac =
��F

� � �F
: (56)

The increase in pre-tensioning force of cable �F re-
garding to the total cable force is obtained in accor-
dance with Eq. (50) as follows:

�F = F � Fpt = �(�mid ��a)� Fpt: (57)

By replacing Eq. (57) in Eq. (56), the required cross-
sectional area of cable with speci�ed pre-tensioning
force Fpt to reach allowable deection in simply sup-
ported beam along with the modi�ed V-shaped pattern
of cable is obtained as follows:

Ac =
�(�(�mid ��a)� Fpt)

� � (�(�mid ��a)� Fpt) : (58)

5.3. Calculating the required cross-sectional
area of steel cable to reach the allowable
deection in �xed supported beam along
with the V-shaped pattern of cable

Calculating the required cross-sectional area of steel
cable with speci�ed pre-tensioning force Fpt to reach
allowable deection, the maximum deection of �xed
supported beam along with the V-shaped pattern of
cable, according to Eq. (33) by replacing Eq. (24), must
be equal to allowable amount �a as follows:

�a = �mid � Flb3 sin �
96(EI)b

: (59)

From Eq. (59), the total cable force is obtained as
follows:

F =
96(EI)b(�mid ��a)

lb3 sin �
= �(�mid ��a): (60)

In Eq. (60), � is as follows:

� =
96(EI)b
lb3 sin �

: (61)

The increase in pre-tensioning force of cable �F ac-
cording to Eq. (15) is obtained as follows:

�F =
qlb4 sin �

4
�
lb3sin2� + 96(EI)blc

(AE)c
+ 48Iblbcos2�

Ab

�
=

�
 + �

Ac
: (62)

In Eq. (62), �, , and � are as follows:

� = qlb4 sin �; (63)

 = 4
�
lb3sin2� +

48Iblbcos2�
Ab

�
; (64)

� = 4
�

96(EI)blc
Ec

�
: (65)

From Eq. (62), the required cross-sectional area of cable
Ac is obtained as follows:

Ac =
��F

� � �F
: (66)

The increase in pre-tensioning force of cable �F with
regards to total cable force in accordance with Eq. (60)
is obtained as follows:

�F = F � Fpt = �(�mid ��a)� Fpt: (67)

By replacing Eq. (67) in Eq. (66), the required cross-
sectional area of cable with speci�ed pre-tensioning
force Fpt to reach allowable deection in �xed sup-
ported beam along with the V-shaped pattern of cable
is obtained as follows:

Ac =
�(�(�mid ��a)� Fpt)

� � (�(�mid ��a)� Fpt) : (68)

5.4. Calculating the required cross-sectional
area of steel cable to reach allowable
deection in �xed supported beam along
with the modi�ed V-shaped pattern of
cable

For calculating the required cross-sectional area of
steel cable with speci�ed pre-tensioning force Fpt to
reach the allowable deection, the maximum deection
of �xed supported beam along with the modi�ed V-
shaped pattern of cable, according to Eq. (37) by
replacing Eq. (24), must be equal to allowable amount
�a as follows:

�a = �mid +
1

(EI)b

�
�Fa3 sin �

3
+
Flba2 sin �

8

+Fy0a2 cos � � Flby0a cos �
2

�
: (69)

From Eq. (69), the total cable force is obtained by
Eq. (70) as shown in Box XI. In Eq. (70), � is de�ned
as follows:

� =

24(EI)b
8a3 sin ��3lba2 sin ��24y0a2 cos �+12lby0a cos �

:
(71)

The increase in pre-tensioning force of cable �F ac-
cording to Eq. (22) is obtained by Eq. (72) as shown
in Box XII. In Eq. (72), �, , and � are de�ned as
follows:
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F =
24(EI)b(�mid ��a)

8a3 sin � � 3lba2 sin � � 24y0a2 cos � + 12lby0a cos �
= �(�mid ��a): (70)

Box XI

�F =

�3qlba4 sin � + 4qlb2a3 sin � � qlb3a2 sin �
+8qlby0a3 cos � � 12qlb2y0a2 cos � + 4qlb3y0a cos �

4

0B@�3a4sin2� + 2lba3sin2� � 48y0
2a2cos2� + 24lby0

2acos2�
+24y0a3 sin � cos � � 12lby0a2 sin � cos �
+ 3lb(EI)b

(AE)c

�
2lc + (lb � 2a) cos2�

�
+ 3Iblb2cos2�

Ab

1CA =
�

 + �
Ac
: (72)

Box XII

� = �3qlba4 sin � + 4qlb2a3 sin � � qlb3a2 sin �

+8qlby0a3cos ��12qlb2y0a2 cos �+4qlb3y0a cos �;
(73)

Eq. (74) is shown in Box XIII.

� = 4
�

3lb(EI)b
Ec

�
2lc + (lb � 2a) cos2�

��
: (75)

From Eq. (72), the required cross-sectional area of cable
Ac is obtained as follows:

Ac =
��F

� � �F
: (76)

The increase in pre-tensioning force of cable �F with
regards to total cable force in accordance with Eq. (70)
is obtained as follows:

�F = F � Fpt = �(�mid ��a)� Fpt: (77)

By replacing Eq. (77) in Eq. (76), the required cross-
sectional area of cable with speci�ed pre-tensioning
force Fpt to reach the allowable deection in the �xed
supported beam along with the modi�ed V-shaped
pattern of cable is obtained as follows:

Ac =
�(�(�mid ��a)� Fpt)

� � (�(�mid ��a)� Fpt) : (78)

6. Finite element modeling of steel beams
pre-stressed with steel cable

Simply supported and �xed supported beams have
been designed based on load and resistance factor
design method using AISC360-10 code [23]. Simply
supported beam has been designed in such a way that
the maximum deections under dead and live loads are
greater than the allowable deection ( 1

240 of the beam
length). However, due to the high sti�ness of �xed
supported beams, usually the maximum deection is
less than the allowable limit. Therefore, a �xed
supported beam has been merely designed to show
the e�ects of cable. Table 1 presents the properties
of the beams with various support conditions as well
as related allowable and maximum deections under
service load. It should be noted that the length of
loading span is 1.5 m for the beams with di�erent
support conditions; dead and live loads are 450 and
200 kg/m2 respectively.

The beams are modeled in the �nite element
Abaqus software under uniform distributed loads,
considering di�erent support conditions without cable
and with di�erent patterns of cable. Figure 8 presents
�nite element models of the beams along with di�erent
patterns of the cable. The beams and cables have been
modeled in 3-dimentional space with shell and truss
elements (as wire) respectively. The weld's connector
is used to connect the cable to the top ange of the
beam at two ends providing a perfect connection

 = 4

 �3a4sin2� + 2lba3sin2� � 48y0
2a2cos2� + 24lby0

2acos2� + 24y0a3 sin � cos �
�12lby0a2 sin � cos � + 3Iblb2cos2�

Ab

!
: (74)

Box XIII
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Table 1. Properties and deections of beams with di�erent support conditions.

Type of beam Beam span
length (m)

Cross-section
of beam

Maximum
deection (cm)

Allowable
deection (cm)

Simply supported beam 12 IPE400 5.691 5
Fixed supported beam 12 IPE330 2.237 5

Figure 8. Finite element models of the beams along with di�erent patterns of cable: (a) simply supported beam along
with the V-shaped pattern of cable, (b) simply supported beam along with the modi�ed V-shaped pattern of cable, (c)
�xed supported beam along with the V-shaped pattern of cable, and (d) �xed supported beam along with the modi�ed
V-shaped pattern of cable.

between two nodes. Moreover, coupling constraint is
used to connect the cable to the bottom ange of the
beam so as to model the deviator's behavior. Uniform
distributed load is applied as a surface traction type
on the top ange. Prede�ned �eld tool is used to
create the initial pre-tensioning stress in the cable as
well. The initial pre-tensioning stress is applied to
the cable in Abaqus software and uniform distributed
loading is applied. Because the steel beam is not
rigid and the cable creates the compression force, the
steel beam length is decreased. So, the amount of the
initial pre-tensioning stress of cable is lost. Therefore,
the amount of the initial pre-tensioning stress is
considered to be much greater in Abaqus software
to reach the desired pre-stressing value after its loss.
Figure 9 presents the locations of cables in the beams
with di�erent support conditions.

For better presenting the behavior of beams with

di�erent support conditions and di�erent patterns of
cable, �rst they have been modeled in the software
without cable, and then with di�erent patterns of
cable; and the obtained results have been compared
with each other. The materials of beam and cable
are de�ned as linearly elastic in the software. The
steel material of beams considered in this research is
ST-37; yield stress is 240 MPa; modulus of elasticity
of steel is 200 GPa; Poisson's ratio is 0.3; density of
steel is 7850 kg/m3. The material of steel cable is in
accordance with ASTM A416M standard [24]. 7-wire
strand (grade 270 (1860)) is considered for steel cable
with low relaxation, minimum ultimate strength (fpu)
of 270 ksi (1860 MPa), minimum yield strength at 1%
extension of 52.74 kip (234.6 KN), elasticity module of
28:5 � 106 psi (196501.8 MPa) and Poisson's ratio of
0.3.

Adding di�erent patterns of cable to the beams
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Figure 9. The locations of cables in the beams: (a) Simply supported beam along with the V-shaped pattern of cable, (b)
simply supported beam along with the modi�ed V-shaped pattern of cable, (c) �xed supported beam along with the
V-shaped pattern of cable, and (d) �xed supported beam along with the modi�ed V-shaped pattern of cable.

converts them to beam-columns because the horizontal
component of the cable force creates an axial force in
the beams. To prevent the beam buckling about the
longitudinal axis, simply supported beam is considered
with 4 lateral braces in equal distances along the beam
length and �xed supported beam with 2 lateral braces
in equal distances along the beam length. The beams
are designed according to AISC360-10 so as to take the
simultaneous e�ects of axial force and bending moment
into account.

7. Veri�cation of theoretical relations of
deection with results of Abaqus models

Static general analysis of Abaqus software has been
used to analyze the beams with di�erent support
conditions (Table 1), without cable and with di�erent
patterns of cable.

The cross-sectional area of steel cable is consid-
ered as 7-wire strand with low relaxation for simply
supported and �xed supported beams with equal num-
bers of cables at both sides of the webs with the cross
section areas of 140 mm2 and 98.71 mm2, for each cable
respectively. These values are considered according to
ASTM A416 standard and presented in Table 2.

Pre-tensioning of the steel cable is considered
as 600 MPa. Controlling the accuracy of theoretical
relations, maximum deections obtained from model-
ing are compared to those of the theoretical relations
for the beams with di�erent support conditions and
di�erent patterns of cable.

The results of maximum deection obtained from
modeling are compared: 1) with those of Eqs. (23),
(27), and (30) for simply supported beams without

cable and with di�erent patterns of cable; and 2) with
those of Eqs. (24), (33), and (37) for �xed supported
beams without cable and with di�erent patterns of
cable, Table 3.

As presented in Table 3, maximum deection of
the beams without cable obtained from modeling is
slightly more than those of theoretical relations. The
reason is that the beam has been modeled in Abaqus
software in the form of shell; and therefore beam
haunch cannot be modeled. By decreasing the moment
of inertia of beam section in the software, maximum
deection of the beam without cable, obtained from
modeling, becomes slightly more than those of the-
oretical relations. Maximum deection of the beams
along with cable, obtained from modeling, is very close
to those of theoretical equations. Considering the
theoretical relations of increasing the pre-tensioning of
the cable, reducing the moment of inertia in Abaqus
software due to not modeling the beam haunch results
in obtaining more increase in the pre-tensioning force
in modeling than those of theoretical equations.

Consequently, the steel beam deection related
to the increase in pre-tensioning force of the cable,
obtained from modeling, is slightly more than those
of theoretical relations. Therefore, in calculating the
deections of beams along with cable and di�erent
support conditions, the errors arise from di�erent
deections of the beams along with cable, related
to the status of increasing in pre-tensioning force
of the cable, obtained from modelings and those of
theoretical equations operate as opposed to those of the
beams without cable related to the uniform distributed
loading. Consequently, they cancel out the e�ects of
each other.

Table 2. Cross-sectional area of steel cable for beams with di�erent support conditions.

Type of beam Simply supported beam Fixed supported beam

Total cross-section area of steel cable (mm2) 560 395
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Table 3. Maximum deection values obtained from modeling and theoretical equations for the beams with di�erent
support conditions without cable and with di�erent cable patterns.

Type of beam

Maximum
deection of

beam obtained
from modeling

(cm)

Maximum
deection of

beam obtained
from theoretical

equations
(cm)

Percentage-
wise

di�erence

Allowable
deection

(cm)

Simply supported
beam

Without cable 5.877 5.691 3.3 5
With V-shaped cable pattern 4.898 4.851 0.97

With modi�ed V-shaped cable pattern 3.768 3.833 1.7

Fixed supported
beam

Without cable 2.381 2.237 6.4 5
With V-shaped cable pattern 1.253 1.258 0.4

With modi�ed V-shaped cable pattern 1.122 1.140 1.6

Bending moment caused by cable force is in the
opposite direction of bending moment due to uniform
distributed loading. As presented in Table 3, maximum
deection of the beam along with pre-stressed cable is
less than that of the beam without cable. Moreover,
maximum deection is less than allowable limit in
simply supported beam. Therefore, using the cable
with di�erent patterns satis�es the deection criterion
under service load. Also, maximum deection values
are less in the simply supported and �xed supported
beams along with the modi�ed V-shaped pattern of
cable, compared to those of the V-shaped pattern of
cable. Therefore, considering the obtained results, the
modi�ed V-shaped pattern of cable is reckoned as more
appropriate one.

8. The e�ects of horizontal cable length on the
maximum deection of simply supported
and �xed supported beams along with the
modi�ed V-shaped pattern of cable

Eqs. (30) and (37) are considered to calculate max-
imum deections of simply supported and �xed sup-
ported beams along with the modi�ed V-shaped pat-
tern of cable according to Table 1 for simply supported
and �xed supported, Table 2 for cross-section of steel
cable, and lb�2a of Figures 3 and 5 for di�erent values
of the length of horizontal cable. Figures 10 and 11
depict the curves of maximum deection for simply
supported and �xed supported beams along with the
modi�ed V-shaped pattern of cable for various lengths
of horizontal cable.

According to Figures 10 and 11, if the horizontal
cable length is zero in the simply supported as well
as �xed supported beams along with the modi�ed V-
shaped pattern of cable, their maximum deections
are 4.851 cm and 1.258 cm, respectively. These

Figure 10. Maximum deection of simply supported
beam along with the modi�ed V-shaped pattern of cable
for di�erent values of horizontal cable length.

Figure 11. Maximum deection of �xed supported beam
along with the modi�ed V-shaped pattern of cable for
di�erent values of horizontal cable length.

values are the results of maximum deections of simply
supported and �xed supported beams along with V-
shaped pattern of cable (Table 3). Maximum deection
reduces with increasing in the length of horizontal
cable. Finally, for horizontal cable lengths of 9.4 m
and 3 m, maximum deections are minimum; 3.121 cm
and 1.127 cm, respectively, in the simply supported
and �xed supported beams along with the modi�ed
V-shaped pattern of cable. Since then, maximum
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deection of the beam augments with increasing in the
length of horizontal length. The mentioned values of
maximum deection are 5.691 cm and 2.237 cm, respec-
tively, when the lengths of horizontal cable and beam
are alike. These values are the results of maximum
deection of simply supported and �xed supported
beams without cable (Table 3). The reason is that for
keeping the bending moment in the slope change region
of cable continuous, the force of horizontal cable should
be equal to the horizontal component of the inclined
cable force. Therefore, if the inclined cable becomes
vertical in its special status (in the case the length
of horizontal cable is equal to that of the beam), the
horizontal component of vertical cable force becomes
equal to zero; and consequently, the force of horizontal
cable becomes zero. As the length of vertical cable
which is equal to the distance between two anges of
the beam remains constant, no force is created in the
length of cable. Therefore, the cable has no e�ect on
the beam behavior; and the beam deection is exactly
the same as that of the beam without cable.

9. Comparison of bending moment diagrams
of beams without cable and with cable

The bending moment diagrams of the beams with
di�erent support conditions without cable and with
di�erent patterns of cable are plotted and compared for
the beams presented in Table 1. The total cross-section
areas of steel cables are according to Table 2 and pre-
tensioning stress of steel cables is assumed 600 MPa.

9.1. Comparison of bending moment diagrams
of simply supported beams without cable
and with cable

The bending moment diagrams of simply supported
beams without cable and with di�erent patterns of
cable are plotted based on Eqs. (25), (28), and (29)
and are depicted in Figure 12.

As shown in Figure 12, the cable passes through
the neutral axis at a distance of 3 m and 2 m from
each support in simply supported beams with V-shaped
and modi�ed V-shaped pattern of cable respectively
resulting in the bending moment of the beams to
be equal to that of simply supported beam without
cable. Moreover, the bending moment of simply
supported beam with cable is increased in comparison
to the simply supported beam without cable from
each support to the place of passing cable through
the neutral axis and is decreased between two places
of passing cable through the neutral axis. Therefore,
it is concluded that if the cable starts from neutral
axis at each support, the bending moment of simply
supported beam with cable will not increase compared
to the simply supported beam without cable.

Figure 12. Bending moment diagrams of simply
supported beams without cable and with di�erent
patterns of cable.

Figure 13. Bending moment diagrams of �xed supported
beams without cable and with di�erent patterns of cable.

9.2. Comparison of bending moment diagrams
of �xed supported beams without cable
and with cable

The bending moment diagrams of �xed supported
beams without cable and with di�erent patterns of
cable are plotted based on Eqs. (31), (35), and (36)
and are depicted in Figure 13.

As shown in Figure 13, the bending moment of
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�xed supported beam with cable is decreased compared
to that of �xed supported beam without cable from
each support to the inection point of the bending mo-
ment of �xed supported beam with cable. Thereafter,
the bending moment of �xed supported beam with
cable is slightly greater than that of �xed supported
beam without cable to the location of the bending
moment being equal in �xed supported beams with
cable and without cable and then is decreased between
two locations of the bending moment being equal in
�xed supported beams with cable and without cable.

10. Sensitivity analysis on the cross-section of
steel cable

In the sensitivity analysis on the cross-section of steel
cable, the cross-section of steel cable is considered as
7-wire strand with low relaxation for simply supported
and �xed supported beams along with equal numbers
of cables at both sides of the webs with the cross
section areas of 140 mm2 and 98.71 mm2 for each cable,
respectively. These values are considered according
to ASTM A416 standard. Constant pre-tensioning
has been considered as 600 MPa. Tables 4 and 5
present the maximum deections in the beams with
di�erent support conditions and di�erent patterns of
cable modeled in Abaqus software for di�erent cross-
sections of steel cable.

According to the Tables 4 and 5, maximum de-
ection is reduced in the beams with di�erent support
conditions and di�erent patterns of cable with the
increase in steel cable cross-section area due to the
increase in sti�ness in the beam along with cable.

Assuming 140 mm2 for cross-section area of each
cable, as observed in Table 4, if the number of steel ca-
bles at both sides of beam web increases symmetrically
from 1 to 2 and 3, in each step of increasing the number
of steel cables, maximum deections are reduced by
0.5 cm and 1 cm in the simply supported beams along
with the V-shaped and modi�ed V-shaped patterns
of cable, respectively. Moreover, for cross-section
area of steel cable of 280 mm2, maximum deection
values are more and less than allowable deection, in
the simply supported beams with the V-shaped and
the modi�ed V-shaped patterns of cable, respectively.
Therefore, the cable with 280 mm2 cross-section area
cannot satisfy the deection criterion under service
load of simply supported beam along with the V-
shaped pattern of cable; however, it can satisfy the case
along with the modi�ed V-shaped pattern of cable.

Considering the cables with cross section area
of 560 mm2 and 840 mm2, maximum deection is
less than allowable limit in the simply supported
beams along with the V-shaped and modi�ed V-shaped
patterns of cable. Therefore, these two cross-sections
of steel cable can satisfy the deection criterion.

Table 4. Maximum deection results of simply supported beams along with di�erent patterns of cable in sensitivity
analysis on cross-section area of steel cable.

Total
cross-section
area of steel
cable (mm2)

Maximum
deection of

simply supported beam
along with the

V-shaped cable pattern
(cm)

Maximum
deection of

simply supported
beam along with modi�ed

V-shaped cable pattern
(cm)

Allowable
deection

(cm)

280 5.387 4.817 5

560 4.898 3.768 5

840 4.411 2.728 5

Table 5. Maximum deection of �xed supported beams along with di�erent patterns of cable in sensitivity analysis on
cross-section area of steel cable.

Total
cross-section
area of steel
cable (mm2)

Maximum
deection of

�xed supported
beam along with the

V-shaped cable pattern
(cm)

Maximum
deection of

�xed supported beam
along with modi�ed

V-shaped cable pattern
(cm)

Allowable
deection

(cm)

197 1.817 1.75 5
395 1.253 1.122 5
592 0.701 0.5 5
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As shown in Table 5, when the cross-section areas
of steel cables with the numbers of 1, 2 and 3 of
98.71 mm2 increase at both sides of the beam web,
in each step of increasing in cross-section areas of steel
cables, maximum deection is reduced by 0.6 cm in
the �xed supported beams along with the V-shaped
and modi�ed V-shaped patterns of cable.

11. Sensitivity analysis on the pre-tensioning
stress of the steel cable

In sensitivity analysis on pre-tensioning of steel cable,
the cross-section of steel cable is considered as 7-wire
strand with low relaxation for simply supported and
�xed supported beams along with equal number of
cables at both sides of the webs with the cross section
areas of 140 mm2 and 98.71 mm2 for each cable,
respectively. These values are considered according to
ASTM A416 standard and presented in Table 6.

Table 7 presents the values of maximum deection
of the beams with di�erent support conditions and
various patterns of cable modeled in Abaqus software,
for di�erent values of pre-tensioning of steel cable.

According to Table 7, maximum deection is
reduced in the beams with di�erent support conditions
and di�erent patterns, with increasing in the pre-
tensioning of steel cable due to the increase in bending
moment caused by cable force, compared to that
resulted from uniform distributed loading.

Based on the Table 7, if the pre-tensioning of the
steel cable increases by 200 MPa, maximum deection
is reduced by 0.5 cm and 1 cm in the simply supported
beams along with the V-shaped and modi�ed V-shaped
patterns of cable, respectively. Moreover, di�erent
values of pre-tensioning stress of steel cable satisfy

the deection criterion in the simply supported beams
along with di�erent patterns of cable.

If pre-tensioning of steel cable increases by
200 MPa, maximum deection is reduced by 0.4 cm
in the �xed supported beams along with the V-shaped
and modi�ed V-shaped patterns of cable. Moreover,
the considered �xed supported beam satis�es the de-
ection criterion. Therefore, as observed in Table
7, various values of pre-tensioning of steel cable also
satisfy the deection criterion in the �xed supported
beams along with di�erent patterns of cable.

12. Conclusion

Cables, due to their low weights, small cross sections,
and high tensile strengths, are reckoned as proper al-
ternatives for pre-tensioning long steel beams subjected
to uniform distributed loads. In this research, cables
are employed to pre-stress the beams with di�erent
support conditions in which the deections are not
within the allowable range, despite appropriate design
under bending and shear. Theoretical equations have
been derived to calculate the increase in pre-tensioning
force of the cable, the deection of simply supported
and �xed supported beams with and without cable
and required cross-sectional area of steel cable to reach
the allowable deection in steel beams with di�erent
support conditions and di�erent patterns of cable. The
results are obtained from �nite element models and
theoretical equations of beams with di�erent support
conditions along with cable under uniform distributed
loads. They are briey summarized as follows:

1. The moment at �xed end in �xed supported beam
with the V-shaped pattern of cable is equal to

Table 6. Cross-section area of steel cable for beams with di�erent support conditions in sensitivity analysis on the
pre-tensioning stress.

Type of beam Simply supported beam Fixed supported beam

Total cross-section area of steel cable (mm2) 840 395

Table 7. Maximum deection results of beams with di�erent support conditions and di�erent cable patterns in sensitivity
analysis on the cable pre-tensioning stress.

Type of beam

Cable pre-tensioning
stress (MPa)

Allowable
deection

(cm)

400 600 800

Simply supported
beam

Along with the V-shaped pattern 4.881 4.411 3.943 5
Along with the modi�ed V-shaped cable pattern 3.689 2.728 1.768

Fixed supported
beam

Along with the V-shaped cable pattern 1.606 1.253 0.902 5
Along with the modi�ed V-shaped cable pattern 1.511 1.122 0.732
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the moment at �xed end in the beam without
cable ( ql

2
b

12 ) but in the �xed supported beam along
with the modi�ed V-shaped pattern of cable, the
moment at �xed end depends on external loading
and total force of the cable as well;

2. Comparing the results obtained from theoreti-
cal equations and those of �nite element models
demonstrates that the theoretical equations devel-
oped in this article can properly predict the deec-
tion of simply supported and �xed supported beams
without cable and along with di�erent patterns of
cable;

3. Adding cable to the beam results in reducing the de-
ection of beams with di�erent support conditions
and di�erent patterns of cable;

4. The deection is less in the simply supported and
�xed supported beams along with the modi�ed V-
shaped pattern of cable, compared to that of V-
shaped pattern. Therefore, modi�ed V-shaped pat-
tern of cable is recommended as more appropriate
one;

5. The e�ects of horizontal cable on the maximum
deection of simply supported and �xed supported
beams along with the modi�ed V-shaped pattern of
cable have been studied. According to the obtained
results, if the length of horizontal cable is equal to
zero, the maximum deection of beam along with
the V-shaped pattern of cable would be obtained. If
the length of horizontal cable increases, maximum
deection decreases; and �nally, certain length of
horizontal cable results in minimum deection in
the simply supported and �xed supported beams
along with the modi�ed V-shaped pattern of cable.
By increasing in the length of horizontal cable,
maximum deection increases as well. When the
lengths of horizontal cable and beam are equal,
the deection results of simply supported and �xed
supported beams without cable are obtained;

6. Based on the bending moment diagrams obtained
for simply supported beams without cable and with
cable, it is concluded that if the cable starts from
neutral axis at each support, the bending moment
of simply supported beam with cable will not
increase compared to the simply supported beam
without cable;

7. In beams with di�erent support conditions and
di�erent patterns of cable, the deection is reduced
by increasing in the cross-section of steel cable,
considering equal pre-tensioning. Moreover, proper
values of steel cable cross-sections are obtained,
as per which the deection criterion under service
load of beams with di�erent support conditions and
di�erent patterns of cable is satis�ed;

8. By increasing in pre-tensioning stress in the steel ca-
bles of equal cross-sections, the deection is reduced
in the beams with di�erent support conditions and
di�erent patterns of cable. Moreover, proper values
of pre-tensioning stress are obtained for steel cables,
as per which the deection criterion under service
load of beams with di�erent support conditions and
di�erent patterns of cable is satis�ed.
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